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INTRODUCTION 
 
The undersigned working group UUD - UNIBO + UNIRSM DESIGN welcomes the invitation to propose a 
series of activities for the Beirut - Identity competition. 
 
We firmly believe that these collaborative activities between different working groups and countries 
with study, research and project activities can concretely recognize and propose by contributing to 
rethinking the renewal of the identity of this wonderful city, which has been so badly affected by the 
terrible event. 
The UUD group is made up of professors, researchers and designers inside and outside the two 
universities of Bologna and San Marino who have been involved in education, research and local 
territorial regeneration for more than twenty years in various international contexts. 
The UUD group is active in theoretical and applied research projects, university and postgraduate 
courses, as well as international collaborative projects in many contexts in the Mediterranean, 
including the Italian peninsula, the Lebanese geographic area and North Africa. 
The group draws on a very solid cooperation and advice, especially with bodies such as the National 
UNESCO Commission of San Marino, some associations of the third sector, such as in particular the 
ASSOBDM association active at the level of world fair trade, the Giovanni Paolo Second Foundation, 
for dialogue, collaboration and development. 
The universities with the GPII Foundation, the Italian Agency for Development Cooperation, the 
Ciheam and some Lebanese organizations are closing a three-year international cooperation project in 
the Bekaa Valley and the Zahle Governorate in 2021 with the title "A better future for small producers 
in rural Lebanon". The partners of this above mentioned project can be involved in the research and 
development activities. 
 
SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSAL | DESIGN FOR A DYNAMIC AND PARTICIPATED REGENERATION 
 
"The city’s identity is its memory, made up from layers of history that design the city’s spirit"1 
 
Based on the objectives of the international call, the UUD Group submits to your attention an 
articulated study, research and training project. 
 
The study activities are already underway and the program will develop over a period of 12-18 months 
and will involve quick semester and project workshops, flanked by research projects and exhibition 
projects related to daily life activities, to the micro-infrastructure of neighborhood and the principles 
of Community Design and Design for Territory, particularly in the areas of Central Beirut affected by 
the devastation. 

                                                 
1 from the competition announcement. 
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The project will link two main categories of analysis and project proposed by the call-in synergy: The 
best food sustainability solutions and The best small business. 
 
Within the annual Design for Territory program, joint between the University of Bologna / Italy and 
the University of San Marino, we aim to work on the level of experimental and experiential Design 
which aims to create useful tools for the Regeneration of a dynamic and participatory identity of the 
Beirut community and the areas affected by the explosion. 
 
DESIGN | EXPERIENCE AND MOTIVATION 
 
Design today is no longer just a function, but in the era of digitalization it has become as fluid as life 
itself: it can be a service, it can be a digital page, it can be a virtual environment. But it is always design, 
and the areas of it itself expand and infiltrate all aspects of science and technology to be absorbed by 
everyday life in the most appropriate forms. 
Consequently, design is not just a way to make things more beautiful or more functional. There is an 
intrinsic relationship between what and how we design and how the result of it comes back to us. 
Taking the basic principle of ontological design, this relationship becomes clear as it states that: 

• design is something much more pervasive and profound than is generally recognized by 
designers, cultural theorists, philosophers or laymen. 

• designing is fundamental to being human - we design, that is, we deliberate, plan and design in 
ways that foreshadow our actions and accomplishments - in turn we are designed by our design 
and what we have designed. 

• this adds up to a double movement: we design our world, while our world acts on us and 
designs us. 

The environment today is mainly a built environment, or at least modified to generate a "natural" 
environment. Man moves within these physical environments, in the spaces created by him, while 
today the dimension of the spaces often becomes invisible as it is meaningless. How important this 
man-space relationship is can be summarized in the words of Martin Heidegger in his Bauen Wohnen 
Denken (Building, Dwelling, Thinking): 

«The spaces open up due to the fact that they enter the man's house. To say being mortal 
means that in living they persist in spaces by virtue of their permanence between things and 
places. And only because mortals pervade, persist, spaces by their very nature are able to cross 
them. " 

The living space is therefore a fundamental part of human life and in the Heideggerian sense, the 
living space is beyond its mathematical values. Therefore, the concept of living can not only be limited 
to the "four" walls of the private place where man withdraws to sleep and eat, but his "world", the 
environment in which he lives, is also made of building, the neighborhood, the streets leading 
there, weekly markets and supermarkets, post office and much more. The house, however, remains 
the reference point, or as the philosopher Riccardo Paradisi calls it, walking the streets the thought "is 
always aimed at living, like the compass needle that inevitably returns to indicate magnetic north". 
Then continue: 
"In his meditation Building Dwelling Thinking, Martin Heidegger manages to overturn the sign and 
director of the building-living hierarchical sequence that took place in the technical age.  

"Only if we have the ability to live - and here is the overthrow - we can build".  
From this it can be concluded that what makes the environment liveable is our relationship with it. 
Relationships with others, sensory memories, light. Given this need, intervention in a place that suffers 
from the absence of stimuli and relationships, must seek its solutions especially in the management of 
possible and positive emotions. Emotional design is an important element when generating ideas for 
human-centered opportunities. People can more easily relate to a product, service, or experience 
when they are able to connect to it on a personal level. 
 
Within the semester program of Design for Territory, joint between the University of Bologna/Italy 
and the University of San Marino, we propose to work on these aspects of understanding and reviving 
neighbourhood in the context of Beirut, its matrix of small businesses and services to the community. 
Together with the Lebanese partner we will elaborate an International Workshop Program to get as 
much as possible near to the local realty. This workshop activity is open to any Lebanese Stakeholder 
interested in contributing. 
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DESIGN | AUXILIARY AND PROCESS FACILITATOR 
 
The intention of this proposal is to offer residents, students, workers and visitors of the place an 
integrated system of designed physical products and digital networks that can evolve based on the 
progressive regeneration of activities, needs and values. A flexible and immaterial system that follows 
the phases of material reconstruction. 
We will work in a sequential process that includes activities and actions to map temporary and 
permanent needs, to identify the values of the place and communities, to know, to accept and 
recognize the heritage, to protect and finally to improve with identity artifacts according to two 
typical dimensions of the neighborhood and the city: the immaterial dimension and the material 
dimension. 
The design project will focus attention on some aspects of understanding, regenerating and 
enhancing the identity of this area of Beirut, starting with the ability to set up, support and activate 
micro-activities in the neighborhood in the context of food or handicrafts at small ones Corporations 
and nonprofits towards a desirable, sustainable, and measurable transformation in and out of context. 
The program involves the strategic design of a physical system of microorganisms, small cubicles, 
product and object families that can be manufactured on site or used by humans to regenerate the 
place, which is conceived as a system of molecules, cells and organs that Relationships are placed in a 
network and synergistic, in a vision of a self-sufficient complex organism with its own character, 
physiognomy and energy. 
This cellular system is implemented as early as the construction phase for the reconstruction of 
buildings through the establishment of micro-food or artisanal and artistic production facilities. 
The temporary building development support system can for the most part become permanent and 
define a structure of network relationships that comes with the rebirth of the urban fabric and 
citizenship itself. 
 
The designer contributes to the development and regeneration process in the various phases of the 
implementation of the activities and intervenes alongside the various actors as a process manager, 
interpreter of inquiries, relationship brokers, product designers and asset enhancers. 
 
In recent applied research projects, our UUD group has assisted some small agricultural producers in 
Lebanon in forming a consortium of cooperatives and small rural families from different geographical 
areas and from different traditions and religions. 
The communication plan envisaged the introduction of an umbrella brand that would allow the 
different actors to identify themselves in a single coordinated image, to support the same values and 
principles of product promotion in the market and to share a process of technological, social and 
economic innovation marketing the typical Lebanese agricultural product, especially in the fruit and 
vegetable sector. 
 
LINES OF ACTION, ACTIVITIES AND PROJECT THEMES 
 
In addition to the Research Activities, together with the Lebanese partners we are developing a 
program of specific Training Activities such as six-monthly project workshops for in-depth study of the 
themes, interspersed with some international workshops and exhibitions held in some phases in San 
Marino, Bologna and Venice and in other phases in Lebanon to get as close as possible to the local 
reality. 
These research, training and exhibition activities see the participation of some Lebanese Stakeholders, 
but are open to other Stakeholders interested in contributing. 
 
LINE OF ACTION 1 | STRATEGIC PROJECT 
In the first months of studying the area, the theme and the brief, it was considered correct to define a 
strategic research development plan, shared with some partners. This plan will be announced shortly 
within the project Laboratories in order to make about 120 students of the Laboratories work on two 
or three specific themes.  
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Settle 
As mentioned earlier, the strategic plan foresees the first installation of food and craft cores, 
including during construction and reconstruction, which form a temporary network of settlements 
that could gradually become a permanent system of relationships between place, people and 
community. 
The project aims to address and involve micro-grocery stores and craft micro-stores in a single 
structural complex that includes activities and encourages consumers to purchase local products, a 
symbol of Lebanese tradition. 
It would be interesting to propose the new location right in the recently devastated area as it is on the 
city's waterfront and represents both a strategic point and a symbol of rebirth. 
In addition, all activities involved could be identified by the same visual identity (differentiated for 
example by colours or patterns), both in the use of packaging and in the architectural placement 
structures. 
LINE OF ACTION 2 | PRODUCT DESIGN WORKSHOPS 
The reasoning with the students concerns: 
- Graphic representations of the possible material and immaterial networks of the place, of tradition, 
of today and tomorrow; 
- Study of the umbrella brands and the coordinated image of the artisan and food districts; 
- Mapping of markets, shops, materials, techniques, needs and principles to be assessed in Beirut; 
- Diagrams of the possible on-time but reticular settlement of micro-grocery and craft micro-shops 
since the construction of new buildings or the reconstruction of damaged buildings; 
- Design of the micro shop and grocery stores; 
- Coordinated picture of the revitalization operation through food and handicrafts; 
- Artisanal or semi-industrial products to reactivate the community design for a circular economy and 
short supply chain (ceramics, wood, leather or wool fabrics) to be sold in shops in the centre; 
- local food; 
- packaging for these products; 
- micro-exhibitors for these products; 
- Stalls - removable booths for a temporary solidarity market in the neighbourhood (assembly and 
disassembly) for food and handicrafts; 
- Exhibitors for Fab-Lab stores for these products as a core for reactivating relationships between 
residents, craftsmen and tourists; 
- Products or furniture for bookstores  
- others 
 
LINE OF ACTION 3 | DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS 
Promotion through video narration of the identity definition processes; 
Participation in the 17th International Architecture Exhibition of the Venice Biennale; 
Creation of a publication of narration and reflection on the topic; 
Organization of Exhibitions in San Marino, Bologna and Lebanon; 
Organization of round tables in Lebanon and in the group's universities and abroad; 
 
TRAINING AND APPLIED RESEARCH RESULTS EXPECTED IN THE SHORT PERIOD 
Creation of a complex network system scheme for identity regeneration; 
Creation of 30 projects or prototypes of artefacts or product families to be proposed to local supply 
chains in Beirut; 
Sharing of projects and results with local partners; 
Realization of some prototypes of objects or cockpits in the context of Beirut: 
 
FINANCING 
Internal costs charged to the University 
€ 10,000.00 - University of Bologna - Cost of personnel and dedicated structures for 12 months of 
work 
€ 20,000.00 - University of San Marino - Personnel costs and dedicated structures for 12 months of 
work 
€ 5,000.00 - Materials and processes for prototypes and relationships 
External funding from partners or sponsors (to be agreed) 
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€ 5,000.00 - Participation in the Venice Biennale 
€ 12,000.00 - Publication of e_book and paper 
Self-financing by project participants (to be agreed) 
€ 10,000.00 - Missions in Beirut 
 
WORK SCHEDULE 
 
December 2020 - February 2021 | Study of the place and identification of the brief 
January 2021 | Detailed organization of the international program 
February 2021 | Mission in Lebanon with partner 
February 2021 - June 2021 | Project workshop with 60 students in Bologna; 
February 2021 - June 2021 | Project workshop with 50 students in San Marino 
April 2021 | International workshop 
June 2021 | Presentation of the project with International Panel from Lebanon 
June - September 2021 | In-depth study of the research and development of the project 
June - December 2021 | Design and creation of a scientific publication on the subject 
Summer 2021 | Possible transfer to Beirut for an exhibition on site 
Summer 2021 | Possible workshops in Lebanon 
September 2021 | International workshop with exhibition in San Marino 
November 2021 | Exhibition or video for Venice City Solutions 
November 2021 | Exhibition or video for the Venice Architecture Biennale 
December 2021 | Presentation of the publication 
January 2022 | Presentation of the publication 
 
REFERENCES AND WEBSITES 
 
- Rosica Di Pieri, Il Libano contemporaneo. Storia, politica, società, Carrocci, Roma 2013 (2009)  
- Yasmina El Chami, Comments Off on From Multipli-City to Corporate City in Beirut Central District,  
Posted by AAPC on April 26, 2012  
Projective cities. From multipli-city to corporate city in Beirut center 
http://projectivecities.aaschool.ac.uk/portfolio/yasmina-el-chami-from-multipli-city-to-corporate-city/ 
- Michael f. Davie, Maps and the historical topography of Beirut, Scanned from: Berytus, vol. 35, 1987, 
pp.141-164. by Elie Wardini, 
https://almashriq.hiof.no/lebanon/900/930/930.1/beirut/reconstruction/davie/Davie-text.html 
- Luigi Farrauto at Politecnico di Milano, Paolo Ciuccarelli at Northeastern University, The image of the 
divided city through maps: the territory without territory, Urbanscope, 2011 
- Caroline Nagle, Ethnic Conflict and Urban Redevelopment in Downtown Beirut, 2002  
 
 
DESIGN DI COMUNITÀ – PROGETTO, LUOGO, ANTROPOLOGIA, STRATEGIA 
- Michel Agier, Antropologia della città, Ombre Corte, Verona 2020 
- Antonella Agnoli, Le piazze del sapere, biblioteche e libertà, Laterza, Bari 2009 
- Ilaria Agostini, Il diritto alla campagna. Rifondazione urbana e rinascita rurale, Ediesse, Roma 2015 
- Stella Agostini, Urbanistica periagricola. Pratiche di rigenerazione territoriale, Politecnica, Maggioli, 
Rimini 2018 
- Carlo Aiello, Ruritalia: la rivincita delle campagne, Donzelli, Roma 2009 
- Marco Aime, La casa di nessuno. I mercati in Africa occidentale, Saggi, Bollati Boringhieri, Torino 2009 
(ed. orig. 2002) 
- Marco Aime, L'incontro mancato. Turisti, nativi, immagini, Bollati Boringhieri, Torino 2015 (2005) 
- Benedict Anderson, Comunità immaginate. Origini e fortuna dei nazionalismi, Laterza, Bari 2018 (ed. 
orig. 1983 e 1991) 
- Paola Antonelli, Ala Tannir, a cura di, Broken Nature, XII Triennale di Milano & Mondadori, Milano 2019 
- Alejandro Aravena, a cura di, Reporting from the front. Guida. Mostra Internazionale di Architettura. La 
Biennale di Venezia, Marsilio, Venezia 2016 
- AMO, Rem Koolhaas, Countryside, A Report, Guggenheim – Taschen, Köln 2020 
- Marc Augé, Nonluoghi. Introduzione a una antropologia della surmodernità, Elèuthera, Milano 2010 
(1993) 
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- Marc Augé, Piccole felicità. Malgrado tutto…., Castelvecchi, Roma 2020 
- Marc Augé, Tra i confini. Città, luoghi, integrazioni, Mondadori, Milano 2007 
- Patrizia Battilani, Stefano Pivato, a cura di, Il turismo nei piccoli borghi. Fra cultura e ri-definizione 
dell’identità urbana: il caso di San Marino, Quaderni del Centro Sammarinese di Studi Storici n. 31, Aiep, 
San Marino 2010 
- Zygmunt Bauman, Homo consumens. Lo sciame inquieto dei consumatori e la miseria degli esclusi, 
Erikson, Trento 2008 
- Zygmunt Bauman, La solitudine del cittadino globale, 1999, Feltrinelli, Milano 2008 
- Zygmunt Bauman, trad. Sergio Minucci, Voglia di comunità, Laterza, Roma-Bari 2014 (1° ed. 2001) 
- Mauro Bon, Barbara Favaretto, Margherita Fusco, Il Museo di Storia Naturale, Marsilio – Skira, Venezia 
2012 
- Sofia Borges, Vanessa Diehl, a cura di, Learn for Life. New Architecture for New Learning, Gestalten, 
Berlin 2012 
- Sofia Borges, Sven Ehemann, Michelle Galindo, Robert Klanten, Shonquis Moreno, a cura di, The New 
Nomads. Temporary Spaces and a Life on the Move, Gestalten, Berlin 2015  
- Fiorella Bulegato, Elena Dellapiana, Il design degli architetti italiani 1920-2000, Electa, Milano 2014 
- Cristoforo Buscarini, Montegiardino: una comunità rurale tra ‘700 e ‘900, in Studi sammarinesi: scienze, 
arte e lettere, 1984, pp. 25-60 
- Francesco Caponetti, Terre marginali. Agricoltura come nuovo umanesimo, Quodlibet 2019 
- Elena Casanova, Jesus Hernandez, Public space acupuncture. Strategies and interventions for activating 
city life, Actar Publishers, New York 2014 
- Alison J. Clarke, Amelie Klein, Mateo Kries, Victor Papanek: The Politics of Design, Vitra Design 
Museum, Papanek Foundation, University of Applied Arts Vienna, Weil am Rhein 2018 
- Jared Diamond, traduzione Luigi Civalleri, Armi, acciaio e malattie. Breve storia del mondo negli ultimi 
tredicimila anni, Einaudi, Torino 2006 
- Paola Veronica Dell’Aira, Dall’uso alla forma – Poetiche dello spazio domestico, Officina, Roma 2004 
- Antonio Di Campli, Abitare la differenza. Il turista e il migrante, Saggi. Natura e artefatto, Donzelli, 
Roma 2019 
- Beppe Finessi, Il design italiano oltre le crisi. Autarchia, austerità, autoproduzione, Corraini, Mantova 
2014 
- Francesco Fistetti, Comunità, Il Mulino, Bologna 2003 
- Stefano Follesa, Design & identità. Progettare per i luoghi, Contributi Ugo La Pietra, Francesca Tosi, 
Franco Angeli, Milano 2018 
- Francesca Forno, Paolo R. Graziano, Il consumo critico, Il Mulino, Bologna 2010 
- Federica Foschi e Mario Turci, a cura di, MET. Museo degli usi e costumi della gente di Romagna - Guida, 
Provincia di Rimini, Rimini 2007 
- Paola Gandolfi, Noi migranti. Per una poetica della relazione, Castelvecchi, Roma 2018 
- Jan Gehl, (ed. it. a cura di A. Borghi), Vita in città. Spazio urbano e relazioni sociali, Maggioli, 
Santarcangelo 2012 (1971) 
- Pekka Harni, Object categories. Typologies of tools, Aalto University, School of Art and Design, Helsinki 
2010 
- Tim Ingold, Ecologia della cultura, Cristina Grasseni, Francesco Ronzon, a cura di, Meltemi, Milano 
2016 
- Fulvio Irace, Graziella Leyla Ciagà, Eleonora Lupo e Raffaella Trocchianesi, a cura di, Design & Cultural 
Heritage, 3 voll., pagg. 784, € 50, ISBN 9788837097516, www.electaweb.it 
- Mikael Krogerus, Roman Tscäppler, Piccolo manuale delle decisioni strategiche, Rizzoli 2019 (ed. orig. 
Kein Et Aber, Zürich, 2008) 
- Franco La Cecla, Mente locale - Per un'antropologia dell'abitare, Eleuthera, Milano 2015 
- Franco La Cecla, Luca Vitone, Non è cosa. Vita affettiva degli oggetti. Non siamo mai soli. Oggetti e 
disegni, Elèuthera, Milano 2013 
- Ugo La Pietra, Le altre culture, Corraini, Mantova 2017 
- Carlo Lapucci, L'economia dei contadini. Il laboratorio dell'aia fondato sul riciclaggio completo, Libreria 
Editrice Fiorentina, 2013 
- Frank Lohrberg, Lilli Licka, Lionella Scazzosi, Axel Timpe, Urban Agricolture Europe, COST, Jovis, Berlin 
2016 
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- Giuseppe Lotti, Khadija Kabbaj, Ilaria Serpente, a cura di/sous la direction de, A quatre mains et plus. 
Design per la ceramica della regione di Tanger-Té touan in Marocco - Design et poterie dans la ré gion de 
Tanger-Té touan au Maroc, ETS, Pisa, 2011 
- John Maeda, M. Faillo (Trad.), Le leggi della semplicità, Mondadori, Milano 2006 
- Patrizia Mello, Design contemporaneo. Mutazioni, oggetti, ambienti, architetture, Electa, Milano 2008 
- Alberto Magnaghi, Il progetto locale. Verso la coscienza di luogo, Bollati Boringhieri, Torino 2017 (orig. 
2000) 
- Christian Norberg Schulz, L’abitare, Electa, Milano 1984 
- Christian Norberg Schulz, Genius Loci, Electa 1979 -1996 
- Victor Papanek, James Hennessey, Nomadic Furniture: D-I-Y Projects That Are Lightweight & Light on 
the Environment, Schiffer, Atglen PA 2008 (1973)  
- Juhani Pallasmaa, a cura di, Eläinten Arkkitehtuuri - Animal Architecture, Catalogo esposizione, 
Museum of finnish architecture, 1995 
- Victor Papanek, Design for the real world. Human Ecology and Social Change, Thames & Hudson, 
London 2009 (orig. 1971) 
- Edoardo Perri e Riccardo Varini, Design di comunità. Strategie solidali e piccoli produttori di ciliegie 
Libanesi, in SMUD 2017, San Marino Design Workshop 2017, All Around Design. Fare come Pensare, 
San Marino, (in previsione 2018) 
- Thomas A. Reiner, Utopia e urbanistica: il ruolo delle comunità ideali nella pianificazione urbana, 
Marsilio, Venezia 1976 
- Jeremy Rifkin, traduzione Paolo Canton, La terza rivoluzione industriale, Oscar Mondadori, Milano 
2012 (I ed. 2011) 
- Rebecca Roke, Mobitecture. Architettura in movimento, Phaidon, London 2017 
- Eleonora Salsa, La dimensione del comfort urbano. I luoghi di mediazione tra casa e città abitabile, 
Politecnica, Maggioli, Milano2015 
- Maddalena Scimemi in Alberto Bassi, Letizia Tedeschi, a cura di, MZ Progetto integrato. Marco Zanuso, 
design, tecnica e industria, M. Academy Press + Silvana, Mendrisio 2013  
- Richard Sennett, Costruire e abitare. Etica per la città, Cristina Spinoglio, trad., (e.o. Building and 
Dwelling, 2018), Feltrinelli, Milano 2020 
- Richard Sennett, L'uomo artigiano, Adriana Bottini, trad., (e.o. The Craftsman, 2008), Feltrinelli, 
Milano 2018 
- Richard Sennett, Insieme. Rituali, piaceri, politiche della collaborazione, Adriana Bottini, trad., (e.o. 
Together…., 2012), Feltrinelli, Milano 2019 
- Andreas Sicklinger, Riccardo Varini, Laura Succini, Naomi Galavotti, Design and Communities: exploring 
rural territories, (pp. 177-199), in Design and Territory: Emergencies and Conflicts, Strategic Design 
Research Journal, Vol 12, No 2 (2019): May/Aug, a cura di, John Jairo Cardozo Vasquez, Flaviano 
Celaschi, Elena Formia, Roberto Iñiguez Flores, Ruth León, Nélida Ramírez Triana,  Unisinos, São 
Leopoldo, 2019, ISSN 1984-2988 
- Bill Steen, Athena Steen, Eiko Komatsu, Built by hand. Vernacular buildings around the World, Gibbs Smith, Salt 
Lake City 2003 
- Marc Stickdorn, Jakob Schneider, This Is Service Design Thinking, BIS Publishers, 2016 
- Joseph E. Stiglitz, Bruce C. Greenwald, Creare una società dell’apprendimento. Un nuovo approccio alla 
crescita, allo sviluppo e al progresso sociale, Einaudi, Torino 2018 
- Deyan Sudjic (Stefano Velotti traduzione), Il linguaggio delle cose, Laterza, Roma-Bari 2009 
- TAM associati, a cura di, Taking care. Progettare per il bene comune. Padiglione Italia. 15. Mostra 
Internazionale di Architettura. La Biennale di Venezia, Becco Giallo, Padova 2016 
- Jakob von Uexküll, Ambienti animali e ambienti umani. Una passeggiata in mondi sconosciuti e invisibili, 
Illustrazioni di Georg Kriszat, a cura di Marco Mazzeo, Quodlibet, Macerata 2013 (1934) 
- Pablo Van Der Lugt, Booming Bamboo. The (re)discovery of a sustainable material with endless 
possibilities, Materia, Naarden NL 2017 
- Riccardo Varini,Gianni Sinni, Ilaria Ruggeri,  L’identità autorevole. Il progetto d’identità visiva degli 
Istituti Culturali di San Marino, MDJournal, 2018 
- Riccardo Varini, Design inclusivo e innovazione sociale. Persone, comunità, città, in Q 11 - Milano, città  
per tutti, Francesco Maggiore, a cura di, Fondazione Dioguardi, 2019 
- Beatrice Villari, Design per il territorio. Un approccio community centred, Franco Angeli, 2012 
- Colin Ward, Architettura del dissenso, Giacomo Borella, a cura di, Elèuthera, 2017 Milano 
- Julia Watson, Lo-Tek. Design By Radical Indigenism, Taschen, 2019  
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Just as an example we think it may be useful to illustrate: - our methodology, adopted by the working 
group that we can illustrate here through the synthetic text published last 2020 entitled  
Design and Communities_exploring rural territories_Cali.pdf;  
 
- the project developed in Lebanon with some missions, and a workshop in strategic design, in the first 
2 years entitled:  
Libano_Cherry_Chain_Unirsm.pdf 


